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Abstract: Highly symmetrical protein cage architectures from three different iron storage proteins, heavy
and light human ferritin chains (HuHFt and HuLFt) and ferritin from the hyperthemophilic bacterium
Pyrococcus furiosus (PfFt), have been used as models for understanding the molecular basis of silver ion
deposition and metal core formation inside the protein cavity. Biomineralization using protein cavities is an
important issue for the fabrication of biometamaterials under mild synthetic conditions. Silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) were produced with high yields within PfFt but not within HuHFt and HuLFt. To explain the molecular
basis of silver incorporation, the X-ray crystal structure of Ag-containing PfFt has been solved. This is the
first structure of a silver containing ferritin reported to date, and it revealed the presence of specific binding
and nucleation sites of Ag(I) that are not conserved in other ferritin templates. The AgNP encapsulated by
PfFt were further characterized by the combined use of different physical-chemical techniques. These
showed that the AgNPs are endowed with a narrow size distribution (2.1 ( 0.4 nm), high stability in water
solution at millimolar concentration, and high thermal stability. These properties make the AgNP obtained
within PftFt exploitable for a range of applications, in fields as diverse as catalysis in water, preparation of
metamaterials, and in vivo diagnosis and antibacterial or tumor therapy.

Introduction

Nanosized particles have elicited much attention in recent
years for their distinctly different chemical and physical
properties relative to those of ionic and bulk material.1-4 Among
the various metal nanoparticles, gold and silver ones are of
special interest due to their unique optical and electrical
properties, as well as for their potential biomedical applications.4-6

In fact, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are characterized by
superior catalytic activity and better enhancement factors for
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)6-8 and are known
to exhibit antimicrobial/antiviral properties.9 Recently, Kemp
et al.10 reported a potential application of silver NPs in
angiogenesis modulation and Dhar et al.11 used gold NPs for
cisplatin delivery to cancer cells.

However, the high reactivity of AgNPs compared for example
to gold nanoparticles raises practical difficulties in the prepara-
tion of highly homogeneous materials that are stable in water
solutions.12 Stability and homogeneity are two key issues for
several applications of silver nanoparticles,12 and previous
studies have shown that AgNPs maintain adequate solution
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stability at submicromolar levels but not at millimolar ones and
that a narrow size distribution of AgNPs is difficult to obtain.13,14

In this scenario, the use of protein cages to direct the synthesis
of inorganic materials appears to be attractive in the field of
nanomaterials science. Protein cages are three-dimensional self-
assemblies of highly similar or identical subunits, almost
spherical in shape, which enclose a central cavity that is used
for the physiological deposition of different materials (e.g.,
nucleic acids in viral capsids or ferric hydroxide micelles in
ferritins).15 Therefore, the protein cage can be viewed as a
nanoreactor that provides an environment shielded from bulk
solution where chemical reactions take place.15-17 Importantly,
the protein surface is amenable to both genetic and chemical
manipulation to impart specific functionalities by design.18-20

In fact, chemical derivatization of amino acid side chains on
the surface of the molecule could be readily achievable due to
the presence of accessible amino, thiol, and carboxyl residues
on the protein surfaces.18-21

Ferritin is one of the most widely studied proteins with a
cage-like structure.22 Apo-ferritin, the highly symmetrical
protein moiety, consists of 24 subunits that self-assemble into
a shell-like molecule endowed with 432 symmetry (molecular
mass ∼ 500 kDa; external and internal diameters: 12 and 8 nm)
designed to oxidize and store iron as a microcrystalline hydrated
ferric oxide particle. The subunits related by 3- and 4-fold
symmetry form at their junction pores that traverse the protein
shell so as to allow the passage of ions and small molecules.
The 3-fold pores are hydrophilic, being lined with negatively
charged residues, and are involved in the uptake of Fe(II) ions.
Iron in particular is guided to the 3-fold pores by a negative
electrostatic gradient, enters the channels, and reaches specific
catalytic sites, named the ferroxidase sites, where it is oxidized
by molecular oxygen.23,24 Fe(III) thus produced moves to the
protein cavity where the iron core nucleates and grows at specific
iron binding/nucleation sites to encompass up to 4000 iron
atoms. All animal ferritins are assembled from two subunit types,
the heavy (H chain; 21 kDa) and light chains (L chain; 20 kDa);
H chains contain the catalytic centers and are more abundant
in tissues with an active iron metabolism. L chains contain many
nucleation sites and are more abundant in iron storage tissues
like the spleen (horse spleen ferritin, for example contains ∼15%
H and ∼85% L chains). In contrast, bacterial ferritins contain
a single subunit type that resembles the H chains.23,24

The unique template structure of apo-ferritin and ferritin-like
proteins has been used to advantage for the synthesis of a variety
of new, nonphysiological mineral cores within the protein shell.
Materials such as Fe3O4, Co3O4, Mn3O4, Pt, CoPt, Pd, CdS,
CdSe, ZnSe, CaCO3, SrCO3, or BaCO3 have been produced and
characterized in different ferritin templates.25-31 So far, nano-
particles of noble metals such as gold and silver have been
incorporated inside the ferritin cages with very low yields in
terms of a metal incorporated/added ratio (∼20-40%).32-35

Furthermore, in spite of being of extraordinary importance for
future developments, detailed studies on metal ion deposition
and metal core formation processes for metals different from
iron are rare. Recently, an elegant paper by Ueno et al.36

described the processes occurring during Pd(II) ion accumula-
tions inside the horse L-ferritin (HoLFt) cavity. They identified
a series of Pd(II) binding sites inside the cavity and suggested
that one Cys residue plays a crucial role for coordination to
Pd(II) ions. Furthermore, the narrow size distribution of Pd NPs
formed in HoLFt was ascribed to a limited number of nucleation
sites on the internal protein surface.

In more general terms, the overall data presented in the
literature suggest that two parameters must be taken into account
to obtain an efficient metal incorporation and a narrow size
distribution of the metal nanoparticles formed inside the cavity
of ferritin and ferritin-like proteins, namely the external/internal
charges distribution37-39 and the type and number of metal
binding/nucleation sites.36

On the basis of these data we focused our attention on the
ferritin from the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus fu-
riosus (PfFt), a protein characterized by a distinctive charge
distribution as apparent from the X-ray crystal structures (see
Supporting Information) and a fewer number of iron nucleation
sites with respect to other known ferritins, as suggested by
sequence comparisons.22,40 Indeed, previous studies have shown
that residues Glu53, Glu56, Glu57, Glu60, and Glu63 (human
L-chain) and Glu57, Glu60, and Glu63 (human H-chain) are
mainly responsible for binding/nucleation of the iron oxide
mineral.41 In PfFt, these acidic patches contain less acidic amino
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acid residues as apparent from the X-ray structures and multiple
sequence alignment shown in Figures S2 and S5, respectively
(Supporting Information). In the present work we have inves-
tigated the ability of PfFt to successfully encapsulate homoge-
neous AgNPs, in comparison to the commonly used human H
and L ferritin homopolymers (HuHFt and HuLFt).

The use of PfFt resulted in the simple and efficient synthesis
of silver nanoparticles (Scheme 1) characterized by a narrow
size distribution (2.1 ( 0.4 nm), high stability in water solution
at millimolar particle concentrations, and high thermal stability
(up to ∼90 °C). The preparation of AgNPs, conducted in parallel
using recombinant HuHFt and HuLFt, could not be achieved,
thus highlighting the unique efficiency of PfFt in comparison
with the other ferritins studied. To further characterize the
AgNP-PfFt system, we performed small-angle X-ray scattering
and iron incorporation experiments. These showed that the
AgNPs are attached to the shell wall inside the protein cavity.
Additionally, silver incorporation on PfFt samples preincorpo-
rated with 24 or 48 Fe(III) was significantly reduced, indicating
that the two metals compete for protein binding/nucleation.

To elucidate the mechanism of silver incorporation by PfFt
we determined the three-dimensional structure of Ag(I)-contain-
ing PfFt by X-ray crystallography. This structure is of interest
not only because it is the first time that a Ag-ferritin crystal
structure is reported but also because it provides essential
information on the biomineralization process occurring in PfFt.
We identified two different metal binding/nucleation sites. The
first site is localized on the cavity surface close to the previously
reported iron-binding site C,40 and the other site at the 4-fold
pore. Both these sites comprise methionine residues, a distinctive
feature with respect to all previously characterized ferritin metal
binding sites, which suggests that these residues play a crucial
role for efficient silver incorporation.

The data reported here are of importance both in unveiling
the molecular basis of the observed high metal incorporation
efficiency of PfFt protein and the narrow size distribution of

AgNPs produced and in making advances toward the rational
design and engineering of optimized ferritin templates.

Results and Discussion

Preparation of Ferritin Containing Ag(I) and Ag(0) and
Kinetic Analyses. Silver nanoparticles were prepared at room
temperature and pH 7.8 by addition of AgNO3 to the ferritin
solutions (Ag/protein oligomer molar ratio 400:1) under stirring
and subsequent reduction of the silver ions with NaBH4 (1 equiv
per 2 Ag atoms). After further stirring for 30 min, the solution
was centrifuged, dialyzed, and concentrated using centrifugal
filter devices. The NaBH4 step was omitted for the preparation
of PfFt containing Ag(I). These conditions were chosen because
they allowed us to obtain the highest metal incorporated/added
ratio.

When PfFt was used as the protein cage, this procedure
yielded AgNPs with the typical absorption band around 420
nm due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of Ag particles
of at least 0.5-1 nm in diameter (Figure 1) and no precipitation
was observed after the centrifugation step. Time progression
of the reaction was monitored collecting UV-visible spectra
of the Ag-containing PfFt sample. The reaction rate is not
constant in time, as is often the case for complex processes
involving nucleation, particles rearrangements, and growth.
Figure 1A,B show that the typical plasmonic band appeared
immediately (within the first 40 s) after the addition of NaBH4

in the 400 nm region, strongly suggesting that the production
of small nuclei of Ag(0) has taken place. After a lag phase of
∼60 s, the absorption band gradually increased and shifted to
410-420 nm, assuming a sigmoid shape that is typical of
cooperative phenomena (Figure 1A,B) and is associated with
the formation of larger Ag(0) particles. Taken together, these
two kinetic features, namely the lag and sigmoid phases, strongly
suggest that the final silver nanoparticle product is formed due
to the rearrangement and association of the small nuclei during
the 40-200 s phase (Figure 1 and Scheme 1).

In contrast, when HuHFt and HuLFt were used, a massive
bulk precipitation of the material occurred after addition of
AgNO3 or NaBH4, respectively, indicating that these ferritin
templates are not suitable for the synthesis of AgNPs. Bulk
precipitation occurred also in the control reaction performed in
the absence of protein.

Characterization of AgNPs-Containing PfFt. The AgNPs
obtained with PfFt were characterized first by size exclusion
gel filtration chromatography experiments to establish whether
the nanoparticles were enclosed within the protein cage. After
silver incorporation PfFt elutes like the apoprotein, suggesting
that this process does not significantly affect the overall protein
structure and assembly, and the elution pattern (Figure 1C)
shows coelution of the protein moiety (280 nm) and the silver
cluster (405 nm), proving the composite nature of the material
and indicating that practically all AgNPs (∼95% on the basis
of the integration area calculated for the elution peaks, using
the software UNICORN 5.01, GE Healthcare) are sequestered
within the protein cage. Accordingly, the amount of silver
incorporated in the PfFt cavity was estimated to be 380 ( 15
atoms, on the basis of graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectrometry (GFAAS) and quantitative protein assays. It is
important to highlight that the formation of Ag-NPs in PfFt was
an extremely reproducible process, and over 50 synthetic
reactions were achieved with essentially the same result.

From the perspective of possible applications of these
bionanocomposites, it is noteworthy that the elution profile of

Scheme 1. Formation of Silver Nanoparticles inside the 8 nm PfFt
Cavitya

a Silver ions (in yellow) access the cavity through symmetrically related
pores that cross the protein cage and bind to the binding/nucleation centers
at the internal surface. Four subunits were removed to display the protein
cavity. Pymol-generated images. Upper-right: Ag(I)-containing PfFt structure
(PDB ID: 2 × 17). All other images were generated from the apo-PfFt
structure (PDB ID: 2JD7) by manually adding silver ions for clarity.
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Ag-PfFt is virtually unaltered after 15 min of exposure to 80
and 90 °C (Figure 1D) due to the high thermostability of PfFt.
Significantly, the Ag-PfFt sample exhibits excellent solubility
at 0.5 mM (200 mM in terms of Ag atoms) in water solution
and high stability over a long period of time (long shelf life),
evident from the absence of spectral changes in the 410 nm
region after 8 months at 4 °C. The high solubility and stability
in water are two essential properties in the silver NPs field, as
well as for a number of biomedical applications.

The AgNP-containing PfFt solutions were further character-
ized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), analytical
ultracentrifugation (AUC), and small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS).

Transmission Electron Microscopy. TEM images of samples
negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) to
visualize the protein shell provided further evidence that the
mineralization process does not perturb the overall protein
structure and that the synthetic procedure leads to metal
encapsulation within the protein cage (Figure 2). The fine
structure of individual AgNPs was analyzed by high resolution
TEM (HRTEM). The inset of Figure 2 shows clear lattice fringes
with a linear pattern, indicating single-crystal formation. The
calculated interplane distance is 2.4 ( 0.2 Å which closely
corresponds to Ag(111). Significantly, the AgNP-containing PfFt
molecules form an ordered array on the TEM grid (Figure 2
and Supporting Figure 3), in accordance with the strong
tendency of ferritin and ferritin-like proteins to produce 2D and
3D crystals in Vitro and in ViVo42-44 and with the formation of

free-standing 3D crystals of magnetoferritin.45 This highly
ordered arrangement makes AgNP-containing PfFt molecules
ideal candidates for the preparation of metamaterials.
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Chem.sEur. J. 2010, 16, 709.

Figure 1. Time-dependent UV-visible absorption spectra and gel-filtration elution profiles of AgNP-containing PfFt. (A) The UV-visible spectra during
AgNPs formation were recorded every 1.0 s following the addition of the reductant and shown every 5.0 s for clarity. The inset depicts the reddish-brown
solution of Ag-PfFt. (B) The kinetic traces were measured at 410 nm, the wavelength at which formation of the silver core can be monitored. NaBH4 was
added after 5.0 s. (C) PfFt before (280 nm, dotted line) and after silver incorporation (405 nm, solid line). (D) Ag-PfFt before and after heating at 80 or 90
°C for 15 min (405 nm, before heating: solid line; after heating at 80 or 90 °C: dashed and dotted lines, respectively).

Figure 2. TEM image of AgNP-containing PfFt showing the metallic core
surrounded by the ferritin shell (negative staining of the TEM grid with
2% PTA). Inset: HRTEM image of an unstained sample (scale bar: 5 nm).
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Analytical Ultracentrifugation. AUC is a fractionating tech-
nique that allows determination of molar mass and particle size
distribution with high statistical relevance as every particle
contributes to the sedimentation profile.46 The particle size
distribution was calculated with the program SEDFIT (provided
by Dr. P. Schuck, National Institutes of Health) by taking into
account the densities of the protein (1.35 g/cm3) and of bulk
silver particles (10.5 g/cm3) and the thickness (2 nm) of the
protein shell.47,48 The size distribution of the Ag-PfFt solution
thus calculated has its maximum at 2.1 nm and a standard
deviation of 0.4 nm (Figure 3), in agreement with the values
obtained from the SAXS measurements (see below) and TEM
study (not shown). Together with the high stability reported
above, the high homogeneity of AgNPs encapsulated in PfFt
shown by these studies is one of the required, as well as difficult
to achieve, features of AgNPs for practical applications.

Small Angle X-ray Scattering. Small-angle scattering experi-
ments were performed at the 7T-MPW-SAXS beamline (Berlin
Helmholtz Centre for Materials and Energy, BESSY). The
small-angle scattering curves were analyzed by fitting the
experimental I(q) curve (Figure 3 and Supporting Information)
with a model based on the presence of monodispersed protein
shells and polydispersed Ag particles attached to the shell wall
inside the protein cavity. The inner and outer radii of the protein
shell determined by SAXS measurements of apo-ferritin without
the Ag load are 3.434 ( 0.005 nm and 6.394 ( 0.005 nm, in
good agreement with literature data.49 These values were used
to reduce the fit parameters of the Ag-loaded samples. The
differential Ag particle number density size distribution is shown
in Figure 3. The particle diameter is 1.7 ( 0.9 nm. The number
of particles is (5 ( 1) × 1015 cm-3 which corresponds to 6 (
2 mg/mL of apoferritin filled with AgNPs. The values calculated
from SAXS are comparable with the AUC data, although the
mean diameter obtained is slightly smaller (Figure 3).

X-ray Structure of Ag(I)-Containing PfFt. The crystal struc-
ture of PfFt loaded with Ag ions has been solved at 3.1 Å
resolution (Figure 4). In previous crystallization trials reported
by a different research group35 that used a genetic-variant of
human H ferritin as a template for Ag(I) incorporation, massive
precipitation under crystallization conditions prevented protein
crystallization. We speculate that the superior material stability
and metal incorporation efficiency reported for PfFt with respect
to the human HFt variant (95% vs 27%) was the major reason
why crystallization of PfFt succeeded. The crystallographic data
and refinements are reported in Table S1. The overall structure
of Ag-PfFt is essentially the same as that of Ag-free PfFt. In
contrast with previous reports using ferritin proteins from other
species,50 the addition of different metal ions such as Cd(II) or
Tb(III) was not required for protein crystallization.

In Ag-containing PfFt, two different Ag binding/nucleation
sites have been identified for the first time. Site I is fully
occupied by silver, which is coordinated by Asp49 and His53,
from one subunit, by Met170 from the C-terminus of the 2-fold
symmetry-related one and by a water molecule hydrogen
bounded to Glu130 (Figure 4, inset). Although site I is on the
cavity surface close to the previously reported iron-binding site
C,40 the silver atom is coordinated by different residues with
respect to iron. In fact, site C iron is coordinated only by means
of the carboxylates groups of Glu49, Glu126, Glu129, and
Glu130. Interestingly, the involvement of Met170 in the
formation of the silver binding site I results in an ordinate spatial
arrangement of the whole C-terminus of the molecule. This
allowed its structure to be determined for the first time, since
in previously reported apo-PfFt and iron-containing PfFt
structures the C-terminus was not visible due to disorder.40 The
C-terminus of PfFt is longer than that in mammalian ferritins
and crosses over the 2-fold axis, thereby hampering metal access
to the 2-fold interface in the proximity of some of the
mammalian ferritin nucleation sites, and possibly contributing
to the reduced number of potential nucleation sites available
inside the protein with respect to other ferritin molecules
(Supporting Figure 6). It has been suggested before51 that the
presence of a relatively small number of metal binding/
nucleation sites with respect to other ferritin proteins (∼1.5/
subunit vs 5-8/subunit, Supporting Figures 2, 5) might be the
basis of one of the most intriguing characteristics of PfFt, namely
the narrow size distribution observed for the Fe3O4

51 and Ag(0)
nanoparticles incorporated inside the protein cage. In fact, each
nucleation site has a characteristic structural environment, and
nucleation events taking place at different sites might be affected
by their particular architecture. A reduction in the number of
nucleation sites implies an increase in the structural homogeneity
of these sites and, possibly, of the nucleation events that they
promote. Additionally, the lower the number of binding/
nucleation sites, the higher the probability that they are all filled
at a given metal concentration, both within a single protein
cavity and among the different proteins within the population.
Conversely, the presence of a high number of sites is more likely
to determine the existence of protein fractions filled to a different
extent, thus broadening the size distribution of the nanoparticle.
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Figure 3. Particle size distribution of AgNPs encapsulated in PfFt. The
dotted and solid lines were calculated from the AUC and SAXS data,
respectively. Small-angle scattering curves of apoPfFt with (O) and without
(b) Ag particles are depicted in the inset. The symbols are the measured
data (not all points are plotted), and the lines represent the fits.
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Site II is located at the 4-fold pore, and the silver atom is
coordinated by Met153 from four symmetry-related subunits
(Figure 4, inset). This metal binding site has not been reported
for any other metal-loaded ferritin protein, and therefore it is a
peculiarity of PfFt (Supporting Figure 4). All the distance ranges
between Ag(I) and the coordinating residues are reported in
Table S2 (Supporting Information).

It is important to stress that the presence of methionine
residues in metal binding/nucleation sites is also a peculiarity
that differentiates PfFt with respect to all characterized ferritin
proteins (Supporting Figure 4), suggesting that Met153 and
Met170 might play a crucial role for efficient silver incorpora-
tion. This observation opens the road to the genetic engineering
of other ferritin molecules, whose ability to function as efficient
templates for the incorporation of AgNPs might be improved
by the introduction of methionine residues at appropriate
positions. This would be particularly desirable for in vivo
diagnostic and therapeutic applications, for which the high
efficiency of AgNPs formation displayed by PfFt could be joined
to the low immunogenicity of human ferritins.

Iron and Silver Incorporation Experiments on Ag(0)- or
Fe(III)-Containing PfFt Proteins. Iron incorporation experiments
were carried out on Ag(0)NPs-containing PfFt samples to
evaluate if the Ag(0) nanoclusters grown inside the protein
cavity could inhibit binding/nucleation of iron atoms. Supporting
Figure 7A shows that the addition of 400 Fe(II) atoms to the
Ag(0)-containing PfFt sample results in negligible incorporation

of the iron ions inside the protein cavity. This result, together
with the SAXS analysis (Supporting Information), suggests that
the Ag particles remain attached to the shell wall inside the
protein cavity after the Ag reduction step, rather than becoming
freely mobile in the cavity. Most likely the AgNPs, like the
Ag(I) atoms in the crystal structure, are bound to the side chain
sulfur atoms of the methionine residues in the nucleation sites.

Silver incorporation experiments were carried out on PfFt
samples preincorporated with 24 or 48 Fe(III). Both PfFt-24
and 48 Fe(III) samples showed a substantial decrease in silver
incorporation efficiency, whose extent was proportional to the
amount of incorporated iron, i.e. ∼25 and 50% respectively
(Supporting Figure 7B). Furthermore, the amount of Fe(III)
inside the PfFt cavity was not affected by the addition of silver,
as demonstrated by the ferrozine assay (Supporting Information).

These results indicate that the binding/nucleation sites of the
silver and iron metals are, at least partially, overlapping, as
suggested by X-ray structural analysis.

Conclusions

The data reported in this work demonstrate that small (2.1 (
0.4 nm in diameter), homogeneous, and highly stable silver
nanoparticles can be obtained in high yields and in a reproduc-
ible manner using ferritin from the hyperthermophile P. furious
as a template for their controlled synthesis in water solution.
Conversely, AgNPs could not be synthesized using other ferritins
studied in parallel, namely human H and L ferritins, as protein

Figure 4. X-ray crystal structure of Ag(I)-containing P. furiosus ferritin. View along the 3-fold (A) and 4-fold pores (B). Four chains were removed to
display the internal cavity of the protein. The Ag binding/nucleation sites are shown as enlarged images of site I (left) and site II (right). The residues of the
Ag(I) coordination shell are shown as sticks and colored according to atom-type: N, blue; O, red; S, yellow; C gray. Silver and water molecules are shown
as spheres and depicted in orange and cyan, respectively.
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cages. Importantly, the yields of AgNPs produced within P.
furiosus ferritin were significantly higher than those previously
reported using human H variants and horse spleen ferritin.

The results of this investigation are intriguing in that both
they provide us with a deeper understanding of the biominer-
alization process, which is the necessary basis for the rational
design of bioinspired inorganic materials, and because the
produced AgNP-PfFt can be used as such for a number of
applications in different areas.

Thanks to the first determination of the three-dimensional
structure of an Ag-containing ferritin, the high efficiency and
the narrow size distribution of the AgNPs could be ascribed to
the peculiar external/internal charge distribution and, most
importantly, to the small number of, and presence of methionine
residues within, the silver binding/nucleation sites on the internal
surface of PfFt.

The small size, high homogeneity, and great solubility in
water of the AgNPs obtained in this work make them amenable
to act as catalysts in environmentally friendly reactions, as
already described for other ferritin-encapsulated metal NPs.28,31

The reported self-organization of AgNP-PfFt on TEM grids
suggests that PfFt-enclosed AgNPs can be deposited on surfaces
in an ordered fashion, a property that can be exploited in the
preparation of metal nanoparticle array films and coatings.

Further, the protein cage can be chemically or genetically
modified to target the silver nanoparticles to human pathogens
and reduce their immunogenic potential, for example by
PEGylation, thus increasing the selectivity and reducing the side
effects of silver-based therapies. Finally, the use of a highly
thermostable protein allows one to widen the accessible tem-
perature range, an important issue for scale-up manufacturing
and for industrial applications of nanomaterials.
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